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I believe in projects derived from honest aspirations and 

driven by passion. While working primarily in the computer 

I appreciate illustration and hand-drawn type. I’m 

excited about opportunities that enable me to reach new 

audiences, promote new concepts, and ideas.

Along with working, I love being in nature, growing my 

own food, and making my own ice cream. I draw inspiration 

from Paula Scher, Charlie Harper, Mike Perry, Julia 

Rothman, Jessica Hische, and Geoff Mcfetridge among 

many others. 
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icons
GE’s Amersham Western Blotting system, is 

designed to minimize variability and reduce 

the risk of errors, saving scientists time. 

My team designed a site that explains the 

workflow, drawing paralells to art forms

like photography.

PUMA created ACTV and RCVR performance 

apparel, which merges the benefits of 

athletic tape and graduated compression 

into single garments.



GE  |  The Art Of Western Blotting

https://promo.gelifesciences.com/gl/artofwesternblotting/workflow.html


PUMA  |  The Nature of Performance

http://portfolio.theflock.com/puma_actvrcvr/#/intro


OASIS is a mind-body conditioning center 

with a wide range of classes in pilates, yoga, 

tai chi, and NIA.

The Photo Division is an agency that 

represents Photographers and Illustrators.

Topaz is a hosiery in Mad Men’s Season 4 

Finale episode “Tomorrowland”

The Great Wall of Oakland’s “Supercut” is a 

show of appropriated footage to be shown 

at an upcoming first friday art walk.

identity





MAD MEN





web
Taconic is a company that makes genetically 

engineered mice. They needed a site to 

better communicate the extent of their 

models and provide a quick order portal.

Invitae specializes in genetic information, 

bringing it into routine practice for

improved healthcare.

For The Dark Knight Rises my role was to 

work closely with my team, executing these 

expansive sites throughout all platforms.









Warner Brothers  |  The Dark Knight Rises

http://www.thedarkknightrises.com/dvd/downloads.php


illustration
In my free time, I love to screen print, go to 

the ceramics studio, and collaborate with 

other graphic designers. The tactile projects 

give me a sense of balance and oddly 

enough, can provide insight into to more 

interactive projects.

A few of these projects you can find in stores 

like Marion and Rose in downtown Oakland.





THANK
YOU!
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